1909-1992

69 cm. of textual records (3 v.)

When local improvements including grading and graveling, paving, sidewalks, sewers, watermains and curbs were constructed by the City of Fort William, each repair was documented in the Local Improvement Register. Arranged first by the type of work and then listed by year, the register is alphabetic by street name. For each improvement there is a description of the repair, the total cost, as well as the first and last year of the levy.

The register dated 1909 to 1959 (TBA 4520) contains the most detail, such as the division of expenditure for owners and the City, the owners charges per frontage foot, interest charges, the period of payment and the start and end dates for the levy. It may be possible to use this series as a primitive index to the Local Improvement Assessment Records (Series 80), searching by the nature of the repair, the year and then the street location. Unfortunately, the earliest volume in this series date 1909-1914 provides minimal information on the improvements.

In addition to local improvements for Fort William, the last register in this series contains listings for local improvements in Port Arthur, McIntyre and Neebing in the post amalgamation period to 1992.

See also (Series 80) Fort William Local Improvement Assessment Records and (Series 108) Local Improvement Distribution (1910-1930)
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Further accruals are not anticipated.